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HBCU Library Alliance Launches Redesigned Website 
 
The HBCU Library Alliance proudly announces the launch of its redesigned website, 
www.hbculibraries.org, a comprehensive site that encompasses all of the libraries in the HBCU 
community and connects HBCU and other librarians with the orientation, goals, and programs of the HBCU 
Library Alliance. 
 
HBCU libraries serve as unique and indispensable gatekeepers for history, culture, and the African-
American experience. The HBCU Library Alliance is a consortium that supports the collaboration of 
information professionals dedicated to providing leadership and resources designed to strengthen 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities and their constituents. 
 
Working together, the Alliance members aim to lead in the preservation, access, and dissemination of 
information that is relevant to the history and mission of Historically Black Colleges and Universities. This 
newly redesigned site is the latest vehicle for informing and educating others about the role and resources of 
HBCU libraries. 
 
On the launch of the new website, Loretta Parham, Library Director/CEO, Robert W. Woodruff Library of 
the Atlanta University Center in Georgia and Chair of the HBCU Library Alliance, declared that “This site 
represents the flowering of our organization and our ability to reach out with our insight, our goals, and the 
fruit of our experience to date to the entire HBCU community. We want people to see what we have done 
and what we can do and we welcome their feedback.” 
 
HBCULibraries.org features 

• Links to the websites of all HBCU libraries 
• Information about the Leadership Program, leadership training funded by the Andrew W. Mellon 

Foundation 
• Information on the Digital Project, a joint venture with the Cornell University Library and supported 

by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation  
• The HBCU Library Alliance Blog, where the public is invited to join the discussion about issues 

affecting HBCU libraries  
• And much more .         
 

Created by the deans and directors of the HBCU libraries in 2002, the HBCU Library Alliance seeks to 
ensure excellence in those libraries through the development, coordination, and promotion of programs and 
activities to enhance members’ collections and services. 
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